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	Already climbing the bestseller lists-and garnering rave reviews-this "little masterpiece"* sheds brilliant light on the equation that changed the world.

	

	"This is not a physics book. It is a history of where the equation [E=mc2] came from and how it has changed the world. After a short chapter on the equation's birth, Bodanis presents its five symbolic ancestors in sequence, each with its own chapter and each with rich human stories of achievement and failure, encouragement and duplicity, love and rivalry, politics and revenge. Readers meet not only famous scientists at their best and worst but also such famous and infamous characters as Voltaire and Marat...Bodanis includes detailed, lively and fascinating back matter...His acknowledgements end, 'I loved writing this book.' It shows." (The Cleveland Plain Dealer)

	

	"E=mc2, focusing on the 1905 theory of special relativity, is just what its subtitle says it is: a biography of the world's most famous equation, and it succeeds beautifully. For the first time, I really feel that I understand the meaning and implications of that equation, as Bodanis takes us through each symbol separately, including the = sign...there is a great 'aha!' awaiting the lay reader." (St. Louis Post-Dispatch)

	

	"'The equation that changed everything' is familiar to even the most physics-challenged, but it remains a fuzzy abstraction to most. Science writer Bodanis makes it a lot more clear." (Discover)

	

	"Excellent...With wit and style, he explains every factor in the world's most famous and least understood equation....Every page is rich with surprising anecdotes about everything from Einstein's youth to the behind-the-scenes workings of the Roosevelt administration. Here's a prediction: E=mc2 is one of those odd, original, and handsomely written books that will prove more popular than even its publisher suspects." (Nashville Scene)

	

	"You'll learn more in these 300 pages about folks like Faraday, Lavoisier, Davy and Rutherford than you will in many a science course...a clearly written, astonishingly understandable book that celebrates human achievement and provides some idea of the underlying scientific orderliness and logic that guides the stars and rules the universe." (Parade )

	

	"Bodanis truly has a gift for bringing his subject matter to life." (Library Journal [starred review] )

	

	"Entertaining...With anecdotes and illustrations, Bodanis effectively opens up E=mc2 to the widest audience." (Booklist )

	

	"Accessible...he seeks, and deserves, many readers who know no physics. They'll learn a handful-more important, they'll enjoy it, and pick up a load of biographical and cultural curios along the way." (Publishers Weekly)
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Molecular Basis of Thyroid Cancer (Cancer Treatment and Research)Springer, 2005

	Thyroid cancer is the fastest growing cancer in the U.S., especially among women.

	Given the relative success we have had in its treatment, there is a need to capitalize

	on it by better understanding the factors that underpin this malignancy, and exploring

	better strategies for diagnosis, treatment, and follow-up. To do so, we must...
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Skype For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
See how to use Skype for secure chats and connect SkypeOut and SkypeIN. Here's the fun and easy way (r) to understand all the hype about Skype and make this cool alternative communication system work for you! You'll get great advice about hardware, directions for downloading and installing Skype, ideas for using Skype in your business, and the...
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CIW: Security Professional Study Guide Exam 1D0-470 (With CD-ROM)Sybex, 2002
Here’s the book you need to prepare for Exam 1D0-470, CIW Security      Professional. This Study Guide provides:      

	In-depth      coverage of official exam objectives      
	Practical information on security      concepts and practices      
	Hundreds of...
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Introduction to Chemical Engineering ThermodynamicsMcGraw-Hill, 2000

	Introduction to Chemical Engineering Thermodynamics, 6/e, presents comprehensive coverage of the subject of thermodynamics from a chemical engineering viewpoint. The text provides a thorough exposition of the principles of thermodynamics and details their application to chemical processes. The chapters are written in a clear, logically...
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Practical Cyber Intelligence: How action-based intelligence can be an effective response to incidentsPackt Publishing, 2018

	Your one stop solution to implement a Cyber Defense Intelligence program in to your organisation.

	Key Features
		
			Intelligence processes and procedures for response mechanisms
	
			Master F3EAD to drive processes based on intelligence
	
			Threat modeling and intelligent frameworks

...
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Creative Visualization For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	The secret to getting exactly what you want from life — from the man who has!


	A businessman who has built up, owned and sold software companies, a nightclub, a bed and breakfast (plus a couple of alehouses), author Robin Nixon knows that worldly success has little to do with the world. It begins with one's...
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